950 SPKL/9 SM N Multicolour L-key set, metric, BlackLaser, 9 pieces
L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

EAN:

4013288180841

Size:

234x88x30 mm

Part number:

05022089001

Weight:

572 g

Article number:

950/9 Hex-Plus Multicolour Country of origin:
1
Customs tariff
number:

CZ
82054000

L-keys for hexagonal socket screws
Hex-Plus allows socket head screws to live longer
L-keys are quickly to hand thanks to their size markings
Wear-resistant size marking
Wear-resistant clip material for enhanced durability
L-keys with thermoplastic sleeve (SPKL) out of easy-to-grip circular material. The sleeve ensures that work is pleasant and easy on the fingers even
at low temperatures. All L-keys are quickly to hand thanks to their colour coding and size markings. The wear-resistant clip material ensures secure
storage of the L-keys as well as simple removal. For hexagonal socket screws.
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L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

Set contents:
950 SPKL Multicolour
05022600001 1 x 1.5x90
05022602001 1 x 2.0x101
05022606001 1 x 3.0x123
05022608001 1 x 4.0x137
05022610001 1 x 5.0x154
05022612001 1 x 6.0x172
05022614001 1 x 8.0x195
05022616001 1 x 10.0x224
05022604001 1 x 2.5x112

We questioned the classic L-key
design, since all too often the
screw head recess is rounded out,
meaning screws can no longer be
tightened or loosened – and so the
user finds the L-key slipping out of
the recess. Wera Hex-Plus tools
have a larger contact surface in
the screw head. The notching
effects are reduced and thereby
the deformation of the screws. At
the same time, as much as 20 %
more torque can be applied.

SPKL L-keys

Hex-Plus

Ball tip

L-keys made from circular material
fit into the hand better and allow
less strenuous work over a longer
period. Additionally, the rubber
sleeve provides a pleasant grip,
particularly in applications at low
temperatures. Colour coding and
large stamp enable the desired Lkey to be easily located. Moreover,
the round material keys are more
robust, particularly where smaller
sizes are concerned.

Hexagon screws can endure a
problem because the contact
surfaces delivering the power from
the
conventional
tool,
is
transferred to the screw via very
small surface areas. The
consequence: the screw can
become damaged (rounding out).
Hex-Plus tools have a greater
contact surface that prevents this
from happening! At the same time,
as much as 20 % more torque can
be applied. Good to know: HexPlus tools fit into every standard
hexagon socket screw!

The spherical drive profile means
that it is possible to swivel the axis
of the tool to that of the screw,
and therefore enable angled,
“around-the-corner” screwdriving
jobs.
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Secure hold and easy removal

Take it easy tool finder system

The wear-resistant clip material
ensures that the L-keys are
securely held yet are easy to
remove.

Take it easy tool finder system with profile and size colour-coding
for quick and easy tool selection.
Colour-coded system for hexagon
drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit
sockets), external hex drive screws
and nuts (Joker wrenches, Zyklop
sockets and Zyklop bit sockets
with holding function), and TORX®
drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit
sockets).
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